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Cruel Destiny
Vanessa K. Eccles
Crazy runs thick in these veins. It’s woven amongst the thorns of a broken heart and rooted
deep within this bittered soul. She told me, “You can be anything you want.” The reality – I’d
become her. Slowly, with every passing moment, my spirit entwines itself with hers. As I stare
at her grave, I’m not afraid of the death that surely awaits, but I’m terrified of the dash that
summarizes the entirety of her life. One linear motion of lunacy that put her here beneath my
feet. “I’ll join you soon, Mama.”
I top her tombstone with a spent dandelion.
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Dachshund with Sleeping Grandmother: a Still-Life
Rachael Z. Ikins
The dog eases over couch-arm,
drumstick-rear-legs flailing,
tail's feathers a flag fanned
until she is on the cushion next
to you.
Your oxygen machine exhales,
inhales. She sniffs the plastic cannula
that carries air to your nose. Still a puppy,
she understands not to chew it.
She stretches on her long belly,
front paws crossed,
head, fringed ears cocked.
She stares at you. Need oozes
her closer until her tongue
touches skin, bone, your thigh.
Your head falls back toward the window—
freedom or flight, mouth gapes, you fight
for oxygen molecules in your sleep.
She nudges her nose
beneath your hand's blue bones
your perfect pink manicured nails.
You cough. She freezes. Slumber
settles, your brittle fingers cushioned
by fur's silky heat. Her amber eyes
rise to see afterlife's bridge.
Your heart pauses. She butts your palm.
Sun sinks. Rays rake through naked trees.
Moon floats above eastern woods.
Sun/moon, twilight struggle.
Puppy sighs . . . that cloud-wreathed bridge.
All dogs know it.
Rubs her face in nightgown folds.
Machine hisses. Your old-woman fears buoy
a filling moon while a dragon sleeps against you,
promises wings, someday, (not today).
You dream of flying.
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Dragon Song*
Rachael Z. Ikins

I will tame the dragon
for you and call her tumble,
from the sky. All purple-bronze
steaming skin and violet, violet eyes.
I will whistle to her
as she soars over,
beckon her onto the roofpeak; perch and gleam-tooth
and smiling claw. Peering down at me,
she creaks.
—and lie with you on her chest,
Wrapped in a fold of heated leather wing.
Listen to her rumble! warm and deep,
So far inside you almost cannot
hear her voice. We keep.

*Joseph Pagano, composer, playing an interpretation of Rachael Z. Ikins’ “Dragon Song” –
guitar and voice: dragon #1 https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=HU49YgLYyxM
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Just Before the Clouds Rolled In
Jennifer E. Hudgens

In humid still of a June
Tuesday afternoon
We watch Venus slowly make
love with the Sun
Tallulah crouches to eat grass
and rolls around on the back patio
meowing
A small red spider
scurries past my
left foot
Oranges rot like lost
baseballs at the back
of the yard
under overgrown trees
Skateboarding teenagers flit
like lightning
between broken wooden fence posts
We twist dry chow mein noodles
with slippery chopsticks
and grow aroused by lovers that
will not caress again until
December 2117
We snap our cookies
in half
they taste like sugar dusted rubber bands
fortunes read like stereo instructions
Homemade sun tea from an old
pickle jar
tastes like warm nickels
and a mouth full of bloody teeth.
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Ostriches
Jennifer E. Hudgens
Daddy used to antagonize the
one-eyed ostrich at the zoo,
clanking his gold plated wedding band
against the metal fence.
This would occur at least twice
every year.
I was like a hungry ghost,
rattling my skinned knees
for affection.
Once my spine straightened,
I learned to tie my own shoes,
whistle my own tunes,
and live outside invisibility.
Every night another simple sad story
of how a heart sunk deep,
like a frightened ostrich
burying its head into the sand.
We are all a little guilty,
of trying to forget
the tragedy of growing up,
fatherless.
Forgiveness was the Grand Canyon.
Every summer Daddy made promises he was
never able to keep,
the best salesman anyone had
ever met.
Convinced me my childhood was
Priceless,
so I gave it away,
like a book of photographs my mother
kept to remind her of lies she created,
proving she did everything

right.
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Preachers’ Kids Make Good Poets
Sharon Edge Martin
It’s the rhythm
We’re expected to be musical
to contribute to the ministry
And the stories
although
on closer examination
and too much familiarity
we might come to understand
they really are just stories
and not the word of god
unlike our poems
which might be
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Politicians Hate Poets
Sharon Edge Martin
We tell the truth
unprettied by half lies
and party lines
No constituency to please
Very little money on the line
Just our conscience
and good name
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Apocalypse Farm: Seeds and Hope
Sharon Edge Martin
By last summer’s end, my watered garden was the only green spot in a square-mile
section. The creek dried up, and the ponds that were left scummed over. That’s when the
visitors started coming to my oasis. Stink bugs and blister bugs converged on tomato
plants. Grasshoppers and aphids chowed down on sweet potato vines and bean leaves! Squash
bugs, striped beetles, and bugs I couldn’t even name dropped in unannounced.
Am I deterred? No, sir. The seed catalogs have arrived, and I am scouring the pages for hope
and ideas.
I ordered Milky Spore and Bt (Bacillus Thuringiensis) from Pinetree Garden Seeds to
head off pests. Bt is bug specific, so my bees and beneficial should be safe, not to mention my
chickens. Prevention is still worth a pound of cure.
And I’ll be armed with my spray bottle. A friend shared a recipe: a quart of water, a
tablespoon of rubbing alcohol, and a spoonful of soap. It didn’t stop the squash bugs, but it
took care of the little striped beetles that appeared out of nowhere. I’ll just have to keep getting
up early to squish the squash bugs.
I’m a seed-catalog junkie. Those full-color covers brighten my gray winter mood and
give me an education, along with the good folk from Seed Savers Exchange, Countryside, Grit,
and Mother Earth News. From one of those sources I’ve discovered Native Seeds/SEARCH and
a new term: tepary beans. According to Slow Food USA, tepary comes from a Papago Indian
phrase t’pawi, “it is a bean.” The beans, both brown and white varieties, adapted to desert
conditions over a period of six thousand years. Wow! They resist drought, but if watered,
produce even better than traditional beans. You can pick them young to use as green beans or
allow them to dry for winter storage.
The downside? They have thin pods and split easily, so one has to be extra careful
during harvest. Harvest! That’s the lovely word.
This will be the year of the bean. I’m scattering ashes from Debra’s wood stove and
preparing a bed. I’ll experiment with bush beans and pole beans, early beans and late
beans. The teparies, however, in a dry plot and a watered one, will be the centerpiece of my
experiment.
A dust storm came down from Kansas last fall and caused a pileup on I-35. In Tulsa the
air turned yellow and made me afraid. In the event of another Dustbowl, could teparies be the
beans that save us?
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Lone Waterman
Ann Howells
Were you here, I would write a poem about you
crabbing the creek. July on the water: pine
and honeysuckle mingle heavy air,
you in the bow of a flat-bottomed boat,
squint into morning sun, tattered straw hat
and sweat-damp shirt untucked. I am invisible,
you, introspective as you glide grassy edges
that define shallows. Sawgrass blades
harbor periwinkles and brine shrimp.
Waiting for wind to still, unruffle water
you draw on your pipe. I snap a photo,
silhouette against a hazy sun. Later
I capture you as you speak to a man
drowsing on his pier, pause, watch an osprey
swoop just above the waves.
This is when I understand your concept
of heaven: how it surrounds us here—
blue water, blue sky, blue air bathing your skin,
tinting the world.
I do not approach. Your hands, your blue hands,
bleed with movement, bleed
like watercolor on wet paper. You round the bend
and are gone.
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Miss Libby
Ann Howells
This, then, is her holy space,
bordered by front door,
backyard gate,
windowsills abloom.
A kitchen cathedral,
incense of clove and cinnamon;
jellies line her shelves—
amber and emerald,
crimson and plum—
stained glass glow.
Family table is an offering;
sweet and savory
in ideal proportion:
cruet of olive oil,
font of iced tea.
She hums Hallelujah Chorus,
bends, rolls dough,
wipes her forehead
with an apron hem,
crimps with deft fingers
never idle for devil’s play.
Scrubbed floor gleams
soft patina smoothed
by countless treads,
soft leather soles.
At the backyard line—
red, swollen knuckles
aching with cold—
she hears confessions.
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Sacrosanct Sea, excerpt from the novel, House of Fire
Brian Michael Barbeito

Pomegranate did not make it to school. He was spirit shocked. His mother dropped him
off at a grandmother’s house where he imagined things in order to escape the memories of the
night before. He thought of a sub-tropical beach that they often went to stay at. This way, he
became and remained as long as possible, lost in a world of reverie, patronizing scenes from
daydreams that contained smells and sights and better intuitions.
Travelling in the morning in order to get to airports. Eastern and Ward air airlines
always, and this was the break from the difficult dawns and days and nights that followed
Hayden. The flight was approximately two hours, and during this time, he gazed from the
window to odd cumulus clouds. Dragons and flames, castles and motes, purple plum trees and
happy vagabonds. Silver coins and crisp leaves swaying to an unknown song, or else a
sisterhood of laughing witches, jovial on their break a fight against malevolence. Cotton shirts
and ripe cherry that shone like balloons lit up even in the day, even in the sun, where the
phantoms now go on the run. Heavenly grates and the angels fall through to the earthen stars—
the constellations of Gemini—Castor and Pollux, ancient twins, one taking a turn in an earth
incarnation in order to go back and report to the other what has happened and what is the case.
What shall he see? What shall he report? Old fences stained with the bright of the day, and
leaves break through the rain and wind in overcast afternoons. Precipitation and trepidation
and phantastical looking women dancing, wearing silver hooped earrings, adorned of denim
and bracelets and anklets. They wear amulets and talismans— they are the purlieu of the world
and know about gold— are in fact the alchemist’s progeny. There are worlds within worlds
within worlds—pathways strewn with amethyst and ametrine, howlite and citrine, moss agate
and old wooden benches quietly painted by small rivers and walls. How the earth goes, the low
earth where the sky bends down to kiss the loam, and somewhere an old man puts a pen in his
shirt pocket and wipes his brow. Good. Well enough. Canteen dreams and rucksacks, the great
wildflowers in the night that sway and the foxes do them no harm as he roams about. Old owl
with wisdom kept in the eye and the electric light queen, a woman, a beloved, is on schedule to
be borne in the universe. She will save the world. There is a saying, an old saying, and it is
beautiful and sad and perhaps hopefully true. It goes like this: The tears of the world create the
world teacher. She will come. She will come. She will come. It is designated and codified in the
very fiber of the source of the entire world and all the worlds...
Then he was shaken from these strange ideas and the plane landed.
Back on the earth, it was time to get a rental car and drive to Pompano Beach. South
Ocean Blvd. That is where, on the third story, he would rest in his room, a room that actually
looked out partway on the Atlantic Ocean itself and partway on an adjacent lot vacant and wild
with shrubs and palms. Upon waking, it was as if waking in heaven. The sheets all white linen
firmly pressed and curt yet pliant like the astral wings of some unknown and benevolent
guardian. Looking out on the aluminum railings and beyond hurricane shutters Hayden
surveyed the scene. He would go down and down and feel more of the blissful landscape.
The world there is white and multi-hued at the same time. Yellow benches by walkways
or lime green jeeps that roll by up by the road. The palm trees brownish and the great natural
and normal green leaves themselves—palm leaves that will absorb neon lights with their cherry
glow at night and also soft blue marking them momentarily but gently, gently. Nothing
vexatious is there. The world is then inviolate, calm even in action. Groups of people are few,
and pass by only like light wind or sea birds. In the distant, like a picture, like a dream itself, is
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where the horizon meets the sea. A cargo ship passes there, knowingly and slowly travelling
the edge of the world but never falling off. Before it, men catch and haul swordfish, tuna fish,
trigger fish, and sometimes throw chum to the waters to lure sharks. The barracudas are known
as garbage fish— they lop and then flail around on decks with blood in order to bite at anything
they can before being stunned with bats and subdued. A parasailer goes past, as does the actual
Goodyear Blimp, and under to the side, closer to the earth, small planes fly banners advertising
restaurants and bars, yet it is alright because it is still a paradisiacal coastline. A woman
sunbathes with no shirt, her breasts tanned and full and ripe. Yet there are lines where her
clothes once were, and these lines coupled with the rest of her speak of strange but true
feminine knowledge that is knowledge without knowing in the secular sense, that is in fact a
gnosis of the body. There are piers that race out quietly to meet the larger ocean and near their
bases the piles go deep into the earth as young and old fish around them. In the night, more
walkers come out from two story motels with secret pools that hide amid stucco walls pink or
light blue, pastel green or popping orange. A man not right in the head digs a hole looking for
treasure and finds only bits of conch shells. A group of teenagers gather wood from the vacant
lot and forge a bonfire in the night. Voices, calls, sweatshirts, shorts, and white shoes all flash
intermittently in under the moon and its cohorts, the constellation and cloud, all parts of a subtropical trinity that smile knowingly at the events of the earthen coastline in a full and textured
well-wrought summer darkness.
Hayden, do you want lunch?
It is the sound of his grandmother’s voice. He is startled and loses his dream.
The world again.
Drapes.
Curtains.
But not sub-tropical curtains.
Outside, northern streets.
Coldish persons.
Large anonymous buildings.
Grey.
Everything grey or dark brown.
Days and days.
School waiting.
Homework waiting.
The world he could not get rightfully or properly involved in no matter how hard he tried.
As if that were not enough, the thought of the phantoms or songs in the ear or shapes in the night.
Nightmares waiting.
Two worlds to deal with.
No real guide in either.
Yes. Thanks.
Come to the table.
I’ll be right there.
And he was at the table. She would make sandwiches and soup and leave him with them. In the
next room the old woman, sitting on couches among daily papers and a television guide, recited
the rosary quietly to herself. Decades and decades:
Hail Mary, Mother of God, The Lord is with thee...
And near the end of that prayer,
Holy Mary, Mother of God, pray for us sinners, now and at the hour of our death.
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Nondualism Nutshell Notes to the Universe
Brian Michael Barbeito

There is no way to know what anything is. Everything is nothing, and nothing is everything.
This is because there is really only one thing, and it is nothing. It is just all and everything and
at the same time not exactly anything at all. There is no part where something, even thought, is
separate. All is one thing, which is the same as saying that it is nothing. There are appearances
of everything that seems like a thing. How else could it be? Everything that seemingly is, is
arising seemingly, and is, but is in the nothing. Vast, abundant, all encompassing, yet those
words or any words don’t do “it” justice because all words, no matter how they are made to
dance a bit or not, are only linear, are only a trick even when well intentioned. Energy seems to
fall away or shift. Sometimes there is what is identified as clarity, but it goes. This is all part of
the oneness or nothingness ,so it does not matter, but not in a negative or positive sense. There
could be reincarnation of something, astral, causal, a world or universal mind, but, ultimately,
that is not what nonduality is concerned with. It does not quarrel with it per se; it is just moreso
pointing to or indicating the arising idea on one hand, and hopefully existential “experience”
on the other, that “this” is a continual always singular moment, and that that is really all there is.
A “no place” place wherein everything comes and goes.
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Uniontown Snapshots (III)
Richard Dixon
My maternal grandparents left Krakow
in the early part of last century
with their life savings and all the old world ideas
Four sons and five daughters, Uncle Eddie
was the first state trooper assigned
to the Pennsylvania Turnpike. Stanley (Stush)
always posed bare-chested in the coldest weather—
Aunt Marty lived in working-class Queens,
Pretty, glamorous Libby resided in Manhattan
Grandpa and Bubba (always with her babushka
and sturdy shoes) lived on an acre next
to the country club golf course with room
for goats, chickens and a garage apartment
for Aunt Julia's family. Saturday nights
were beer-kegs and scrawny me doing my damnedest
to coax a polka out of that mammoth accordion
My enduring nightmare was the afternoon
Bubba motioned me outside where she marched
up to the nearest chicken and quickly and brutally
wrung its neck, the body running in circles
the flock squawking to the heavens,
a sound I still hear
Funny, with so many around I was always
the one summoned at dinnertime
to go fetch Grandpa down at the beer joint
on the corner. I never minded – he would
be a little lubricated, always worth a buck,
sometimes two
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Earthquake South of Guthrie*
Sandra Soli
All poems become elegies in the end.
Did you say this in a dream? Last night
three cats in a car, parked in a field.
Did you crack the window? I reminded
knowing you despise a nagging woman.
You walked ahead, chatting with a woman
whose name I don't recall. Small jokes.
Doors opened wide, but the program
we traveled to attend, I had no clue.
You turned a corner
as I awoke to waves crossing the floor,
you off to wherever people go
then earth sleeping politely,
having made its point.

*Thanks to Truck:I35 Creativity Corridor, where this poem first appeared. Reprinted with permission.
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Dear Whoever, I Think I Love You
Sandra Soli
Nobody ever asks, How is it, now?
(My friends are so polite in certain ways.)
Just great, I say, too proud, while underneath
I know they mean not How’s Your Life, but It –
as in The Middle of the Bed, is that
a place you learn to like sleeping alone?
Or What about the telephone you keep
conveniently at hand, set extra loud?
At ten last night, a hammered stranger called
from San Francisco, asked would I please stay
on line awhile, confessing tenderly
he loved my voice and could he call me back
sometime. But he was way too fond of Jack
to ring the right wrong number ever again.
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Oklahoma Shows Off
Sandra Soli
In Oklahoma the weather is always a character,
along with bison, skunks on the highway, diners
featuring chicken fried steak. As the star,
weather gets the best parts in our movie.
It’ll size you up the minute you arrive
from wussy states like Wuss konsin
where storms dream of heading south
to Oklahoma, though it’ll never happen
because weather systems here
do not countenance upstarts.
Your test comes soon enough, driving
the turnpike as yellow-based clouds
begin to rotate west of Lawton. On doppler
with its beautiful colors, the storm lazes
over to El Reno and continues
northeast at say, 60 miles per hour.
Just after Stroud, where the outlet mall used to be,
radar’s red hook pitches a fit and here comes
your first stampeding buffalo, nothing like a roller
coaster as you had heard: winds past a hundred,
twenty seconds to find a ditch, hailstones
zero visibility. You dive out the passenger side
hoping for a soft landing, arms cattywampus,
sticks and mud filling your mouth.
Did you turn on the flashers? Pretty soon
it doesn’t matter, because one dress loafer
becomes a soaring cowbird, and you will tell
the story of this day the rest of your ordinary life.
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Meeting You at Café Regio
James Coburn
Unconditional
Are the stars
Light falling without reservation
Setting the standard of motion
Across the eternal.
Light falls on your face
Within your eyes,
Reflecting your moment.
Your time of space
As a witness to a trek
Across the heavens.
You surface on the edge
And I love you making this
Vacuum a breath away
To intake your shine.
So grateful I am for you
As a friend of mine
Finding you in blue
Heaven.
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White page
Madhu Kailas
This day starves out paper thin
translucent and cold pressed
between crushing roller mills.
Alphabets in the making—
with papyrus wings,
of terracotta impermanence
or stone wounds of deep chisel gashes
remain comatose in cavern darkness,
inconsolable,
trying to sense how to being.
Colorful plastic ones
with magnet belly buttons
spatter the refrigerator side
like lizards with haphazard intentions
paused as afterthought.
Against winter's cold afternoon light
zillion unspeakable pores
and minute geometry of emptiness
fill the gossamer page
which my discontent, my impatience
peck away, peek through
at my fragile existence.
On the other side
of fine gossamer page
in reverse slant and in regression
I retrogress.
Yard before yard
year before year
through the spaces in my mind
occupied by silences
forced to breed
forgetfulness or forgiveness.
They are cracked open.
Alphabets rebound, and fall off.
Jumpy and suicidal.
They run to meet their shadows, their echoes.
In faint impressions of ink showing through
I overwrite myself.
All that remains is a white page.
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Aegis of sleep
Madhu Kailas
This morning nestled in mountains
of measureless divine and new birth.
Boundless firmament in fragment sleep
among the stillness of enlightened pines.
Sails past saw-tooth precipice lines.
There –
A fearless tree overlooking a treacherous valley.
Destitute branches stick out begging for alms.
A precarious rock of primitive innocence
lured into meditation of balance.
There, I long to be with morning's light.
This morning of purest musical note – stilled.
Silence freed to the core
and light washed in light.
With heart of a faithful friend calls me
in echoes of joy.
I am asleep in tortured ruins; in cushions of fog.
Where the road breaks sharp
toward spaces beyond touch:
there the knees brittle, eyes moisten and faith jitters.
I frantically return to aegis of sleep.
Then, the day grows back
with all its nerves and pastiche.
Our bounty of love and trammels of ritual.
I nail my errant ways with concrete flowers,
and paint them real.
I scorch such mornings into ashes and
dig them dungeons to live their flakes
some other day.
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Princess PeekaBoo, Rachael Z. Ikins, 16" x 20 mixed media watercolor,
Crayon and watercolor pencil on full sheet water color paper
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Head Case
Angela Blasi

The first time it happened, I was just shy of five. It wasn’t something I was expecting to
happen but then again, even if my parents had sat me down in the coziness of our living room
and explained I have the ability to make people’s consciousness implode, would I even have
believed them?
I can just imagine the firm-yet-gentle tone my father would take while nodding sternly
so as to impress upon me the seriousness of such a power, “So, your brain is like a demolition
site stick of dynamite and you can remote control the blast with your thoughts.”
It was in the innocent days of preschool. I had nearly finished my spectacular crayon
sketch of my favorite stuffed bear when Sandy Jenkins found it fit to snatch my last pencil from
my own cherubic little hand. With a snicker she taunted, “It’s mine now and you can’t make
me give it back.” Without warning, as sudden as sneezing, I felt a wall of fury steadily rise
from some unexplored recess of my childish psyche. My breath gained speed like a racehorse
entering full stride just before the ribbon crashes against its chest.
“Give. It. Back.” I demanded through a set of clenched baby teeth. The naughty auburnhaired little girl fired back with the pointed pink tip of her tongue.
Wrong answer.
My thoughts became a deluge of a concert hall blaring, “It’s mine!” at a 130 decibels
inside my wee head. So deluded in my own rage, I hardly realized Sandy was no longer teasing
me but making shrieking noises shrill enough to break glass. Everywhere across the room
children’s’ toys lay motionless on the rainbow colored carpet as doe-eyed babes searched each
other’s faces for answers.
She shook her head feverishly from side to side like a dog wringing itself out. Baffled at
the sudden turn of events, the chaos of my mind eventually subsided as I watched little Sandy
try and buck the electric fire nightmarishly holding her psyche in a vice grip.
It was only when I saw the true horror in her eyes I let my frustrations give way to
compassion. And wouldn’t you know it, as the anger melted, the blood curdling screeches
faded into humble yelps. She searched the room frenetically like a wild animal blind to its
predator. Her glassy, hazel eyes shined as obese, salty tears began to well up in the corners.
By the time the teacher dropped her tome of paperwork to collect Sandy’s sobbing,
angelic body, the entire room was stunned into silence.
When her parents rushed in some minutes later to take her to the Emergency room
where doctors might protect her, I overheard words like seizure and pediatric epilepsy.
They didn’t know it was me.
Hell, back then, neither did I.
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Roll On, Mighty Wichita
-- Inspired by Jim Rich’s photography
Daryl Halencak
The scouts were sent forth to find Paradise
for the small tribe.
They asked for the scouts to find a land of milk and honey.
…looking for a place like the Valley of Euphrates.
The tribe of pioneers wanted a place of freedom and right livelihood.
The scouts found it.
They saw the Niagara Falls in the middle of the Rolling Plains in Foard County.
The scouts located Nirvana next to the Wichita River,
which was as hardy as the Amazon River,
as beautiful as the Nile.
It was a site where they could build
schools like Alexandria,
homes like marble palaces,
churches like St Peter’s Square.
They loved the falls, cascading over the hard stones.
They would herd cattle,
sow wheat,
tend the pecan groves,
pray in the Feast of Tabernacles.
Life was good for hundreds of years
and they thanked God for Paradise.
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Angry Voices
Daryl Halencak
I.
As they entered the fall season, the voices contemplated the falling leaves.
Each leaf was brittle, hued by the year.
The blowing sand chapped until the lips were cracked.
As they are raked together, the leaves were rotting, moldy.
They were discarded into oblivion
like whispers vibrated to the deaf ears.
II.
The gnarled man sat on the bench in the deserted park thinking about his childhood.
He had once been full of vigor and mirth.
The mind swam through the adventures of youth.
His muscled arms were once enamored.
His body had soared through the valleys and over the mountains.
He tried to smile, but couldn’t.
Like the life of a butterfly, he became old.
III.
Angry voices huddled within his mind.
They rehearsed the dirge.
The choir sang in unison,
in rhythm,
in full bloom of darkness.
He wanted to excise the enraged voices
before he arrived for the opera of falling leaves.
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Fragility
Daryl Halencak
I.
The rare downpour would wash the muddy footprints
from his courtyard trail. His playful romp in the soaked and chilly courtyard was one of
few keepsakes that he had left as a reminder of days gone by.
Fondly, he remembered the child’s metered steps when the barefooted boy walked in and
amongst the wet green and gold and azure fields.
When he felt the glum dark hound nipping at his ankles,
he would remove his shoes and dig toes
deeply into the cool, damp sod.
The beautiful memories showered back like the flood upon his beloved trail.
He would smile for a season, until the hound clutched his throat and ripped it open.
II.
Memories are like shooting stars: the night sky witnesses a bright point of light,
followed by flickers, then darkness—damned darkness.
His empty soul chased him into the black holes of imploded stars.
The tenderness of the well-lived life is swallowed into the hellish abyss and life
is transformed into mere existence. Existence without form or substance:
only dried, cracked mud.
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Tireless for Home
John Graves Morris
The air all sucked out by maids
in whatever lodge, inn, or quinta
you checked into, this hotel room
fakes a bedroom you can sleep in.
In town for a memorial service—
the thin wife of a second cousin
whose precarious health collapsed—
you keep remembering not her voice,
a face with a shock of white hair,
and her bright and well-tended house,
but some scrap of paper you lost
in an apartment from which you moved
years ago, a rundown place that was
all you could afford, but became yours
in a ragtag way that no other building
with more room and better fixtures
ever could, an excavation you keep
revisiting in half-sleep, returning
with the homing quality migratory birds
are tirelessly hardwired with.
Whatever you wrote on that sheet—
a phone number, a scrap of a poem,
the name of some distant relative—
is gone, but it keeps gnawing
at you, having taken on the quality
of some rosetta stone for living,
stealing thought so much you can’t
help but probe what it could be.
No wonder that when you wake up
four hours into a fitful doze today
you don’t remember where you are
or the reason you’re here, weighed
down by the feeling that you never
have been so tired in all your life,
if only you could remember whose life
and what home for him would feel like.
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On Yursterday and the Dialect of The Past
John Graves Morris

“Yur-ster-day,” he said
in the slow, deliberate way
he would much later step
when worried about falling,
repeated all the syllables,
and exploded into laughter.
I can still see his leaning
back in his seat, quaking,
still hear that guffaw,
still feel the car rock
as he kept it up, tears forming.
After some minutes, he stopped
to catch his breath. “Son,”
he gasped, “that old buzzard in
there is from the hills of Kentucky.”
“I haven’t heard anyone say
that word in years.” Still so young
at ten I could not account for it,
I was content with Dad’s lingering
delight since his mood often
turned with a shift in the breeze.
In his laughter breathed memory
of visits to Hazard’s coal country
and his grandfather’s general store.
He would poke though plough harnesses,
linseed oil, machine parts, and candy,
watch customers and savor the tang
of their ungrammatical brogue.
In spite of his grandpa’s
hard-shell Baptist stiffness,
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about which he could be withering
with disdain, especially as played
out in his mother’s untutored speech,
my father recalled with affection
that the old man’s only indulgence
was sitting in front of the radio
on Saturday night, good ear close
and one foot tapping to the talking
blues on the Grand Ole Opry.
The music of Dad’s affection made
my great-grandfather live again
as my own words shape my memory
of this moment in a hardware store
parking lot, late afternoon sun
braising Sandia Crest mauve.
New Mexico’s windy high mesa
was as much home as I knew,
but Dad’s mirth was teaching
me the complex dialect of his
notions of the illiteracy
he had proudly cultivated his way
out of, championing his own command
of standard English. Now I can construe
the sneer in Dad’s roaring about yursterday,
hear his later ugly excoriation of
naturalized clerks for broken English.
His other nostalgia was of biking
past horse farms and gamboling colts.
He always stopped at general stores,
but his only Kentuckian was Ju-ly.
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Did I ever tell you*
Michelle Hartman
Did I ever tell you about
the king who reigned for a hundred years seeing all questions with the
eyes of truth and no judgment ever laid heavy on a subject? The great beauty of our maidens
was remarked on many kingdoms away. Rain only fell at night and sunshine never burned but
lay as feathers on our skin.
Or did I ever tell you about
a dragon ensconced in caves adjacent to our village? His back crusted
with gems, he basked in the sunshine and loved peanut butter. Opals and rubies dusted the
grass when he rolled, scratching playfully. We lived well in those days.
Can I not spin you
a quilted tale of colors bright rather than the truth about a father who
committed suicide when I was thirteen or the mother who saddled me with blame and rode me
into the ground.

"Did I ever tell you" first appeared in Hartman’s book, Disenchanted and Disgruntled from Lamar
University Press. Reprinted by permission.
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Fall, falling, fell
Michelle Hartman
I ran from the train station
busy streets, stiff breeze,
sidewalk café, diminutive tables
white-washed, scrolled wrought iron,
empty cake plates frosting dabs and crumbs,
heavily wrapped and coated friends
braving weather to remain apart from bourgeoisie.
All of them laughing and a stranger
in long grey coat, blue eyes,
a scarlet leaf perched on his shoulder
golden, amber and bronze leaves
scattered jewels, adorn the scene.
The world stops for a nanosecond
to spin again so fast
I fall into chair—
some hellos
hurt more
than a hundred goodbyes.
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The Wordsmith’s Orgy
Bryce Barfield
The wordsmith arrived, with this bound book full of potions, elixirs and fixers, to soothe
craving minds. He stood in front of everyone, ready to spill his pages. He was a bit unsure of
himself and how to lead the group affair. He began reciting, using rune to caress the ears of his
listeners, like a lover caresses the nape of the neck of his beloved. The wordsmith uses the
words to caress the minds, to entice his followers into an orgy as it were, a writhing mass,
intertwined, the assemblage vying for ecstasy, receiving the lines that the wordsmith is pushing
forth. He rhythmically spews out lyric, and the hearers, reaching forward for the content as a
drug that lifts them higher. Needing more composition, more and more and more . . . the
wordsmith needing more rhyme, and seeking for verse to use . . . as a lover would, to enrapture
his nubile prize.
For many years “The Orgy” has been taking place. Month after month, always at the
same time, on the same day of the week. New solicitors trudge mile after lonely mile, to spill
their ode before waiting prospects. Hoping to coax these logophiles into their embrace as they
caress their minds with haiku and sonnet, a bit of narrative and then some prose. The lover lays
out his argument as a blanket and lays his devotee down and softly whispers vocabulary into
the ear. And he wants to take the patron! And ravage their minds with his poetry and to know
them and have them know him.
Each spectator participates in his or her own fashion. Some of the assembly stoically sit
as statues fixed in place and watch others as they gyrate to the words. Not a physical gyration,
but a mental gyration. Some lovers disrobe their minds and come clean with their new
wordsmith, and others remain anonymous and isolated, and slip out the door without a kiss,
that kiss of a handshake, that kiss of something blossoming to oh so much more. And after the
party, a gathering for more words and more, more, more mental stimulation. Some flames are
by themselves and others congregate in groups and some suppliants smile and some frown.
Some beaus are indiscernible in their external façade.
And then at the end, after the climax and exaltation of his spilled verse, he scampers
away. And all they see is the door swinging freely. And the paramour is once again traveling
the empty miles away, away.
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Front Porch Serenity
Bryce Barfield
Midway through autumn
Dark fading slowly
Early Saturday morning
Tranquil restful day
Covered front porch
Fronted by arbor
High back rocker
Loose rocker spindle
Blonde roast coffee
Tall lavender mug
Brilliant lightning flashes
Rolling thunder cascading
Thick soled flip-flops
Warmly wrapped core
Descending gentle rain
Impacting drops echo
Rain's steady staccato
Washing away uncleanness
Meditative un-rhythmic rhythm
Purifying listener's thoughts
Pedestrian in poncho
Sloshes by quickly
Bicyclist with trailer
Spewing mini rooster-tails
City slowly awakens
Inhabitants changing plans
Distant auto's voices
Fade quickly away
Falling, falling rain
Gentle, comforting, caressing
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A taste of New Orleans with tropical storm Karen blowing in
Julie Chappell
I am awash in poetic reminiscences
of poet-friends, my poet-lover
of our time in New Orleans when
tropical storm Karen threatened to blow us away
and all of us tourists chattered anxiously about the
dreaded possibilities while all around us
shopkeepers, waiters, night clerks in hotels
pedicab boys and winos on the street kindly reminded us
that they had survived Katrina, no other female storm
K or no K could hurt them now; they weren’t budging.
The hotel in the heart of the French Quarter bustled by day
with fretful academics, half-sober businessmen, brides and their entourages
waiting for the night to bring music, dancing, singing, laughter to disrupt the dead
some rode the carousel bar revolving nearly imperceptibly at night when
a cacophony of voices mixed with the music, the tapdancing man, the less-rhythmic
brides, grooms, lovers, and strangers dancing, closing in on the performers
as if to consume their exhalations to preserve every moment
while New Orleans outside in its heart of hearts—
Royal, Bourbon, Iberville, Chartres—rolled on.
I can still feel the heaviness of the damp air in the morning
when the streets had been freshly washed clean of the night before
when I walked down Royal Street for beignets and strawberries
when I wandered out at night for barbecue shrimp or gumbo to die for
when I revived by window shopping antiques and costume jewelry
when I listened to two young women playing violin and guiterne on the street
while people smiled, moved uninhibited, day and night
while my friend and I whisking along in the light of dark in a pedicab
driven by a young man talking exuberantly of his hope to write a novel
as he dodged the drunken girls who poked their asses out at us
stumbling and laughing while he deftly wheeled around them
sharing with us the vitality of a New Orleans night.
The taste of spicy brussels sprouts, étouffée, red beans and rice, biscuits with chive and onion
linger—along with a place, a time I want to freeze frame
to return to when life-as-usual steals my lighter essence, weighs me down
to remember the bone-deep thrill of Kermit Ruffins playing his horn
telling his jokes, bringing his friends to the stage to play, to sing
to share the instruments of voice, piano, drum, bass guitar,
their New Orleans, their infectious delight and contentment
so that we knew they were doing exactly what they wanted to do
as they turned a multitude of individuals into one receptor
glowing in rhythmic happiness waiting for Karen.
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Floating Water Lily in Black and White, Aubree Holsapple, 8x12 photograph
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Michael and I Buy Cigars on Bourbon St.
Hank Jones
Michael and I buy cigars on Bourbon St.
And mosey down that crazy avenue in the broad daylight
With not too much sin on display
But just enough.
We gradually make our way down connecting streets
Following the music of buskers, stopping here and there to listen.
A fine clarinet stops us one place,
A violin and guitar another.
We don't stop long because we have a destination.
We are heading to Pirate's Alley, to the house Faulkner lived in while he wrote Soldier's Pay,
A book neither of us has heard of before this trip.
We stop outside and finish our cigars, watching the tourists go up and down,
Stick the butts in a fence to retrieve later, for we want to keep the stinking things as souvenirs.
We enter the store called Faulkner House Books,
Spend a long time looking around, taking in the tiny rooms.
The woman who works there tells us Faulkner lived and worked in these two small rooms, had
to borrow a washroom from neighbors.
I buy a book called Jazz Poems, and we head to the bar next door,
Order two bourbons, sit, read some poems,
And watch a gentle rain begin.
We're in no hurry to go anywhere, the conference we're here for a far-away thought.
Every meal we've eaten seemed the best one yet,
Every person we've met has made us feel welcome,
Even the homeless man who yelled at us, "Hey, you dropped something."
As we turned to face him, expecting a request for money,
He said simply, smiling broadly, "You dropped your smile."
We smiled, said thanks, and moved on.
This city demands you slow down, everything cries out that in this place,
You can enjoy the pleasures of life,
That, in fact, that's the whole point of life: to enjoy it.
And so we do, Michael and I.
We come, we slow down, we enjoy the tastes, the sounds, the smells, the joy,
Until it's through, our conference done, and we head back
To that other America that tells us that Time is Money,
that deadlines are all that matter,
that the point of life is to work until you're too old to work,
And pleasure is just a devil's temptation.
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But New Orleans has corrupted me, left its mark on my soul,
And I'll sit at my desk come Monday morning,
Lean back in my chair and remember the taste of that cigar and bourbon,
those oysters and red fish lefouche, sazerac
and Kermit Ruffins blowing his horn, singing about his Treme woman,
And I'll know where it is I really belong.
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Curriculum of a Young Entomologist
Clarence Wolfshohl
“all things a-broil with an awful begetting”
Averill Curdy “Ovid in America” in Song & Error
She begins with pill bugs,
cupping one closely in her hand,
peering with squinted eye
at pleading legs purchasing hold
in the tender creases of her palm.
She tweezes one with her thumb
and index from the wet concrete
at the porch edge and smiles,
its clutch of miniscule, waving legs
and segmented shell come right.
She studies and enjoys
this single species with single mind,
a neat curriculum
of shape, color, physical description
solitary as she in time.
Then, in search of a quiet
moment, she stands transfixed by the roar
of hundreds of spiderlings
hatching in a maelstrom of begetting,
an eruption of time in colors and shapes.
Her hand slides toward the fury,
lets the hatchlings shade it in their numbers,
feels the tingle of moist footfalls
within the fine hair of her arm
and launches the curriculum of a teeming life.
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Sonya’s Paintings
Clarence Wolfshohl
Morris Park, Fairmont, WV
The last time I climbed this hill
Sonya had mounted paintings
on a park shed looking across
the river toward town.
You loved the colors.
From the mouth of the jar, you fly
in an arc and seem the auburn hair
of one of Sonya’s paintings against
the peeling paint of the shed,
the colors of the canvases so bright,
primary, electric. But in this overcast
West Virginia dawn only the gray
dispersal of your ashes drift before
the concrete blocks of the new building.
The paintings are but colors
coalescing in my memory.
Last night’s rain has muted the leaves;
their autumn reds and yellows dulled
to more primal tones than Sonya’s
paintings. But swirling in my mind,
ashes, lit by breaking sun, shimmer
like neon pulses, like the colors
still alive from Sonya’s paintings.
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We Are All Woodcarvers
Sly Alley
— In memory of First Nations woodcarver John T. Williams, murdered by a Seattle
Police Officer August 30, 2010. Within four seconds of contact five shots were fired. Four
of which struck and killed Williams who was lawfully crossing a street while carrying a
piece of cedar and his carving knife.—
I was proud
of the tribal license plate bolted onto
the back of my 1988 Ford Country Squire.
Until it got me pulled over on that dark and empty stretch of highway
outside of Asher, Oklahoma.
Several years and a few vehicles later
that plate ushered inquiries from the police in
Northfield, Minnesota. At first, they thought it was one of those fake plates
being produced by a local group of Neo-Nazis.
They decided to keep a closer eye on me after I informed them that it was legally pressed
by a federally recognized tribe in Oklahoma.
I've since lost count of the times that
six-by-twelve piece of metal
has caused some small-town constable to
have me empty my pockets onto the hood and open the trunk.
(I've yet to be convicted of transporting a spare tire with intent to distribute.)
That drug dog in Seminole spent more time
sniffing the grass by the curb than he spent
sniffing my car.
That didn't stop them from emptying my belongings into the street
while they removed door panels
and trunk liners
and dignity
only to send me on my way a
stressful 45 minutes later.
But who am I to argue?
They have the badge.
They have the gun.
They have beers with the DA
at the lake on the weekend.
They drink shots
with the judge's son-in-law
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at Night Trips.
They poach deer and brag about it on Twitter
with the hashtag
“#KingKongAin'tGotShitOnMe!”
But I've said too much here.
I may have gone too far.
Loose Lips Sink Ships.
And it only takes
four seconds to mistake
this pen
for a knife.
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Dandelion Macro Photograph, Aubree Holsapple, captured with a macro lens and
shown in Black and White, 8x8
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Way: Poems of Childhood in collaboration with Mark Vinz was published by El Grito del Lobo
Press in early 2013. A native Texan, Wolfshohl now lives with his writing, two dogs and one cat
in a nine-acre woods outside of Fulton, Missouri.
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Dragon Poet Review’s
EDITORS
RAYSHELL E. CLAPPER is a prose writer and Associate
Professor of English at Seminole State College in Oklahoma
where she teaches Creative Writing, Literature, and
Composition classes. She has presented her original fiction
and non-fiction at several conferences and events and
published her works in myriad journals and magazines. The
written word is her passion, and all she experiences inspires
that passion. She knows that Dragon Poet Review will be yet
another way to promote creativity and inspire all writers. She
lives her life through three passions: family (including her
beloved pets), writing, and teaching. As a Metal Monkey and
Virgo, she balances her worlds of creativity and
independence with organization and humanity. She stays in
Oklahoma with her passions and words, but ever does the
world call to her for travel and experience and life.

JESSICA B. ISAACS is a poet and an English Professor at Seminole
State College in Oklahoma where she serves as the director of their
annual Howlers and Yawpers Creativity Symposium, and as
Assistant Division Chair of Language Arts and Humanities. She is
the recipient of the 2015 Oklahoma Book Award for Poetry for her
first full-length book of poems, Deep August (Village Books Press,
2014). She has presented her writing at several regional and national
conferences. Her poems are published in various journals and
anthologies, including Short Order Poems (September 2014 Issue)
Cybersoleil Literary Journal, All Roads Lead Home Poetry Blog, Sugar
Mule’s Women Writing Nature, The Muse, and Elegant Rage. In
addition, she has published a chapbook, smoldering embers. She is a
member of the coordinating committee for the Woody Guthrie Poets.
According to her zodiac signs, she is both a Taurus and a Fire
Dragon, which makes for interesting dinner conversations. She
feathers her nest and keeps her home fires burning in Oklahoma
with her husband, kids, cats, and dog.
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CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS:
WINTER 2015 ISSUE
Dragon Poet Review is currently
accepting submissions for our Winter 2015
Issue.
Please see our website at http://dragonpoetreview.com
for complete submission information.
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